LLC DINNER & PHOTO ASSIGNMENTS

**Gaming EV 5** - Dinner 5:40-6:20pm at Stetson East, Photo 6:30pm
*Outdoor Adventure & Athletics EV 8* - Dinner 5:40-6:20pm at Stetson East, Photo 6:30pm

**Explore Boston 2 – EV 4**: Dinner 5:45-6:30pm at Stetson East, Photo 6:45pm
**Explore Boston Hastings 6&7** - Dinner 5:45-6:30pm at Stetson East, Photo 6:45pm
**Foreign Language Immersion EV 10** - Dinner 5:45-6:30pm at Stetson East, Photo 6:45pm
**NU Foodies Hastings 6&7** - Dinner 5:45-6:45pm at Stetson East, Photo 7:00pm

**Explore Boston 1 – EV 2**: Dinner 5:45-6:45pm at Stetson East, Photo 7:00pm
**Music and Dance, Artistes & Creative Writing & Reading EV 9** - Dinner 5:45-6:45pm at Stetson East, Photo 7:00pm

**NU Foodies EV 7** - Photo 5:45pm, Dinner 6:00-7:00pm at International Village
**Technological Innovation and Creativity EV 12** - Photo 5:45pm, Dinner 6:00-7:00pm at International Village

**Explore Boston 3 – EV 3**: Photo 6:00pm, Dinner 6:15-7:15pm at International Village
**Healthy Lifestyles/Sustainability EV 6** - Photo 6:00pm, Dinner 6:15-7:15pm at International Village

**Cinema-Philes EV 11** - Photo 6:15pm, Dinner 6:30-7:20pm at International Village
**Empowerment EV 10** - Photo 6:15pm, Dinner 6:30-7:20pm at International Village
HONORS TECH-XPEDITION
GROUP START TIMES

9:15am-12:15pm
Explore Boston 1 – EV 2
Explore Boston 2 – EV 4

10:00am-1:00pm
Explore Boston Hastings 6&7
Music and Dance, Artistes & Creative Writing & Reading - EV 9
NU Foodies - Hastings 6&7

10:45am-1:45pm
Tech Innovation and Creativity – EV 12
Cinema-Philes - EV 11

11:30am-2:30pm
NU Foodies - EV 7
Gaming - EV 5

12:15pm-3:15pm
Explore Boston 3 – EV 3
Healthy Lifestyles/Sustainability - EV 6

1:00pm-4:00pm
Empowerment - EV 10
Outdoor Adventure and Athletics - EV 8
Foreign Language Immersion - EV 10